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invaluable to students of the subject, the abstracts of. the
various- papers being short and to the point. -In future.
numbers the current literature of trypanosomiasis will be
dealt with, one or more aspects of the subjects being
treated in detail. The card index, bibliography, and library
of the Bureau may be consulted every morning between
10.30 and 1.30, and already the library contains a
considerable number of works.

The interest of the new fasciculus (No, IX) of the Report8
of the Sleeping Sickness Commission of the RoyaZ Society8
is diminished by the fact that the matter it contains is in
some instances years old, and therefore out of date. For
instance, Dr. Hodges's report is on work done in 1906;
Drs. Plimmer's and Thomson's on work done in 1907. The
only matter that can really be called new is contained in
thB reports by Captain-A. C. E1 Gray, R.A.M.C., on the
sleeping sickness camps in Uganda. There is of course much
that is interesting in the different papers, Dr. Bagshawe'e
discovery-the pupae of Glossina in nature-may mean
much in the future for the prophylaxis of the disease, and
the great experience gained in the camps of the treatment
of the malady hy atoxyl has done much to show that this
drug is not altogether a specific, as was at one time hoped.
It is disappointing to find that no further experimental
work has been done with other biting flies not belonging to
the genus Glossina, in order to ascertain whether they can
carry the trypanosomes. All the work, including the
formation of the segregation camps, is based on the
assumption that Gtossina palpalis is the only carrier, and
though it is sincerely to be hoped that this is so, it cannot
yet be said to be definitely certain. Plimmer and
Thomson's work on antimony and its salts raised great
hopes last year, but they have not been fulfilled; still, it
will only be by experimenting with different drugs, as
these two observers have done, that we can hope even-
tually to stumble on one that may act specifically and
really cure the disease.

Last year the Ophthalmological Society decided to bring
out its Transactions in three parts, instead of waiting to
publish the whole of the year's work in one volume. The
third and last part for 1908 has now appeared' and
volume xxviii is complete.9 The subjects treated are
varied. Three papers by Nettleship deal in a very com-
plete manner with heredity as applied to various forms of-
cataract, retinitis pigmentosa, and a colour-blind family.
Mr. M. L. Hepburn contributes a paper on pigmentary
degeneration of the retina, illustrated by numerous visual
fields. Dr. Freeland Fergus gives a most useful paper on
ptosis operations. Serum and vaccine treatment are
dealt with in papers by Mr. Ernest Clarke, Mr. Mayou,
Dr. George Mackay, and Sir Almroth Wright. Cases and
instruments which have been shown at the meetings are
described, and the volume is well illustrated with coloured
plates, black and white plates, and also with blocks in the
text. The whole is well edited, and the volume is quite
up to the standard of its predecessors.

8Reports of the Sleeping Sickness Commission of the Royal Society,
No. IX. London: Printed for His -Aajesty's Stationery Office by
Darling and Son, Limited, 34-40, Bacon Street, E., and to be purchased,
either directly or through any bookseller, from Wyman and Sons,
Limited, Fetter Lane, E.C.; or Oliver and Boyd, Tweeddale Court,
Edinburgh; or E. Ponsonby, 116, Grafton Street, Dublin. 1908. (Price
ls. 6d.)

9 Transactions of the Ophthalmological Society of the United Kingdom
Vol. xxviii, fasciculus 3. 1908. London: J. and A. Churchill. (Dem3
8vo. 4s.)
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A New Bed Rest and Table.

THE annexed engraving shows a bed rest and table
which we have had an opportunity of testing. It is easily
attached to any modern bedstead, and when not in use can
be kept out of the way above and behind the bolster aml
pillow by a simple weight and pulley. Most, patients fit to
sit up could bring the rest-into use without material diffi-
culty and return it to its place when tired. For a nurse or
other attendant to adjust it is, of course, still more easy,
and in neither case is the position of the patient so far as
hips are concerned, nor-of the bolster anA pillow, altered.
In other words, the bed rest slips into the space naturally
left between the boIster and the back when a patient
previously lying sits up.. The angle of the back rest can
be altered as desired,. and the, table cau be kept either

horizontal.for meals, or sloped for reading or writing pur-
poses. If desired an extension can be attached as a' sup-
port for the patient's feet. This table, which is decidedly

ingenious, light in structure and comparatively inexpen-.
sive, can be obtained'on application to H. C. Brau-n and Co.,.
King's Cross, N. It. is knownas"Taylor', Bed Rest the
inventor, Mr. James Taylor, being a male nurse -of, a good
many years' experience.

Dr. STANLEY WOODWAnK (Cricklewood, N.W.) writes:
The annexed engraving shows a bag- which, while. not
claiming it to be entirely original, I consider to, possess
many new modifications that render it more useful than
those in, ordinary use. It weighs without the sterilizer
9. lb. It costs £F.3 5s. It is 16 in. long, 12 in.,high, 3Min.
broad. The upper compartment. holds an enamelled tray
divided longitudinally into two, the back half being for
bottles and the front half for such sundries as ligaitures,
needles, soap, etc. The middle compartment contains the

sterilizer, which carries in it the forceps, lamp, etc.Tho
lower compartment is flled by an .enaelled douche can,
and in this can be placed the sterilized gown worn at
confinements, cotton-wool gauze, etc. An elastic strap
sewn at intervals runs across the lid, into which such
necessary small instruments as catheter, forceps, scissors,
etc., can be placed. Its advantages are, first, its cleanli-
ness; secondly, the fact that everything is to hand and
does away with all the blind groping such as is experienced
in the usual handbag; and, thirdly, the fact that every-
thing necessary is carried in one bag. It has been made
Ifor me by the Holborn Surgical Instrumrent Company.

AT the meeting of governors of the Brompton Hospital
for Consumption held on December 7th it was announced
that the institution had been awarded by the International
CQngres on Tuberculosis at Washington, the prise of 1,000
dollars for the best hospital e-xhibit of th-e treatment of
advanced consumption, and that the prize of 1,000 dollars
offered by the Congress for the best exhibit dealing with
curable cases had been divided between the Broompton
Hpospital Sanatorium ..at -?rimley, and the Whitehaven
Sanatorium in Pennsylvania. -*

A CORRECTION.
IN the description of the machine for cleansing sputum vesse1l
published on December 5th, p. 1686, the size of the manhole was,
incorrectly printed; it should have been 10 in. by 16 in.
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